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Canadian Climate security: Implications and 

Ways Forward | Part Two 

Abstract 

Part One of this climate security series introduced climate threats through the lens of 
security and stability followed by the strengths and weaknesses of Canada’s capacity to adapt to 
those threats. Part Two applies Canadian adaptive capacities to the climate threats it will face in 
order to analyse the implications to Canadian security and consider those threats which will 
affect Canada the most. Fundamentally, this paper series demonstrates and assesses the 
relationship as climate threats (Part One) minus adaptive capacity (Part One) equals implications 
(Part Two). 

Further building on this analysis, it will be demonstrated that, in order to address these 
implications effectively, Canada should utilize a Whole-of-Government (WoG) approach and 
leverage its proficiencies in the Defence, Diplomacy, and Development (3D) model to structure a 
more robust and bold response moving forward. 
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Introduction 
 The benefit of a two-part series on the effects of climate change on Canadian security is 
that our ideas and arguments are tested by the time interval between publications. Specifically, 
the invasion of Ukraine by the Russian Federation in February 2022 has only exacerbated some 
of the issues intertwined with climate change, as Europe has faced an energy crisis since before 
the winter of 2022-23 that affected countries’ commitments to emissions reductions, while 
countries in Africa and the Middle East have suffered from worsened food security as a result of 
a lack of Ukrainian grain exports. 

 Part One introduced climate threats through the lens of security and stability followed by 
the strengths and weaknesses of Canada’s capacity to adapt to those threats.[1] In brief, climate 
threats were grouped into those affecting national security, human security, and political stability. 
It was argued that Canada suffers weaknesses due to economic dependence on fossil fuel and 
resource extraction, as well as regional discord and political inaction. Nonetheless, it was found 
that Canada is well positioned to meet these threats due to its favourable geography, openness to 
immigration, and strong Canadian government and financial institutions. Accordingly, the second 
portion of this series will apply Canadian adaptive capacities to the climate threats it will face in 
order to analyse the implications to Canadian security and consider those threats which will 
affect Canada the most. It will then be demonstrated that, in order to address these implications 
effectively, Canada should utilize a Whole-of-Government (WoG) approach and leverage its 
proficiencies in the Defence, Diplomacy, and Development (3D) model. 

Implications of a Changing Climate to Canada 

Implications are widely discussed in the climate security literature, though many 
studies label worsened food and water security, increased pandemics, damaged infrastructure, 
and threats to political stability as the implications of climate change.[2] One critical flaw of these 
studies is that they draw a direct line — equating these threats with their implications. Part One 
labelled these as climate threats resulting from the hazards of climate change, but not specifically 
as implications to Canadian security.[3] If understood as an equation, these other studies 
formulate their results as climate threats equal implications, which lacks a layer of depth and 
applicability. As the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) observes, threats are 
not meaningful without also understanding vulnerability and adaptive capacity.[4] 

This paper series thus views the relationship as climate threats (Part One) minus 
adaptive capacity (Part One) equals implications (Part Two).[5] 
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The first step is to outline the 
relationships between each 
threat and Canada’s capacity to 
address them. The complex 
interactions between Canada’s 
weaknesses and strengths and 
the climate threats upon which 
they will act can be difficult to 
keep straight conceptually, so it 
is helpful to observe these 
relationships visually. Figure 1 
demonstrates the multifaceted 
ways that Canadian adaptation 
strengths and weaknesses 

interact with climate threats as comprehensively assessed in Part One. 

General impressions upon examining figure 1 are that, encouragingly, almost every 
threat is tied to more than one strength, thereby ensuring depth in addressing each threat by 
different avenues of approach. Predictably, the most well-connected strengths are geographical 

and institutional. The visual aid also effectively 
shows there are clusters where Canada’s adaptive 
capacity is the weakest. Weaknesses impact five 
climate threats specifically: national security and 
human security in the Arctic; human security and 
political stability related to economics; and 
overburdening of the Canadian Armed Forces 
(CAF).[6] Of note, it does appear that economic 
security is double counted under threats, with an 
encore under weaknesses. This is due to there 

being multiple threat interfaces where economic security may impact Canadian security — from 
climate hazards impacting almost every Canadian economic sector, but also the political 
interface whereby large portions of the population view climate policy itself as the economic 
threat.[7] The complex nature of the climate threat to economic security thereby echoes in 
Canadian weaknesses in that economic exposure, unrelated to threats from climate change, has 
negatively affected Canada’s willingness to commit to climate change mitigation and adaptation 
efforts. Further analysis of these threats below will lead to the identification of overarching 
implications and suggested ways forward through the WoG approach. 
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Implications of Climate Threats to National Security 

 Part One of this series established the threats to Canadian national security as Arctic 
security and sovereignty, international instability, and the overburdening of the CAF. Examining 
these threats systematically, it becomes evident that some are both mitigated and exacerbated by 
the various strengths and weaknesses outlined above. 

The threats to Canada in the Arctic and from international instability will initially be 
mitigated in part by Canadian geographical strength. Conversely, Arctic security and sovereignty 
will be weakened by Canada’s geostrategic position. It is worth recalling Canada’s geographic 
and geostrategic positions are not the same thing; while Canada will benefit from a “seat at the 
table” regarding Arctic matters due to its geography, and should ultimately benefit economically 
from increased activity in the North, Canada’s ability to wield its influence to achieve its defence 
policy goals will be circumscribed by its geostrategic position vis-á-vis the US, China, Russia, 
and Europe.[8] 

As a function of its geographical advantage, Canada has so far utilized both the Arctic 
Council and bilateral diplomacy to achieve its Arctic policy ends. A shining example of this 
diplomatic tradition is the June 2022 resolution of the border dispute with Denmark (Greenland) 
over Hans Island, wherein the two countries agreed upon a land and maritime border (to include 
continental shelf rights).[9] It is worth noting that the Arctic Council has formally closed official 
contact with Russia since March of 2022 as a result of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine,[10] although 
work within the UN Commission on the Limits of the Continental Shelf (CLCS) continues, 
having seen Russia’s seabed claims data receive approving recommendation in February 2023 
after more than 20 years of diplomacy within the United Nations body.[11] 

Weighed against this strength are other states’ renewed interest and investment in the 
region, compared with Canada’s relative lack of investment and political inaction. Russia has 
made significant investments in its defence infrastructure in its Arctic regions. Viewed as a 
potential strategic resource base (undersea resource extraction) as well as with the expectation 
the Northern Sea Route will be navigable year-round, the Northern Fleet and coast guard have 
benefited from substantial funding.[12] It has been well-documented for several years that Russia 
has been building its Arctic military capacity.[13] 

Also troubling to national security is China’s interest in the Arctic, particularly given 
Chinese acknowledgement that “the Arctic will become the economic crossroads and 
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geopolitical pivot of the globe… [and so China seeks] the absolute maximum amount of 
influence over Arctic affairs.”[14] As a rising superpower, China’s influence is now identified by 
NATO as a future “challenge” to be addressed.[15] Despite being a self-styled “Near-Arctic 
State,” the country has made more significant investments in its Arctic capabilities than Canada 
has as an Arctic State, planning for a “polar silk road” (primarily through Russia’s Arctic) with 
investments over $90 billion so far in “Arctic infrastructure and assets.”[16] With more nuclear 
icebreakers and submarines, the internal waterways and vast ocean of the Canadian Arctic open 
the door to potential intelligence-gathering activities, with some observers noting that “China 
keeps a close eye on the military activities of Arctic states in the Arctic.”[17] To this effect, recent 
Department of National Defence (DND) and CAF reports of Chinese efforts to conduct 
surveillance operations in Canadian Arctic airspace and waters serve as examples of China’s 
growing operations in the area. 

However, while there is disagreement as to the 
true intentions of China in the Arctic, most 
experts do not believe that the primary threat will 
be militaristic and will instead be economic and 
diplomatic.[18] Toward this end, China seeks not 
only to ensure its access to maritime navigation 
routes through the region, it also has “already 
penetrated parts of Canada’s Arctic resource 
sector.”[19] China currently owns and operates 
resource mines in Canada and utilises the 

Northwest Passage (NWP) to ship these resources to China; there have long been concerns with 
Chinese infrastructure investments and their potential for “dual-use.”[20] 

From these trends emerges the requirement that Canada demonstrate a credible 
deterrent to its adversaries “harassing [its] military and commercial aircraft and ships in and 
around the Arctic,” not seeking to “engage in offensive operations, but fully prepared to defend 
its interests.”[21] Yet, the trend has been that Canadian decision makers do not “take Arctic 
sovereignty issues seriously,” as demonstrated by the long-delayed and substantially scaled-back 
Nanisivik Naval Facility, according to well-known Arctic scholar Rob Huebert.[22] 

Turning to other aspects of national security, while international instability, perhaps 
misleadingly, occupies little space in figure 1, the amplitude of instability and frequency of 
events may nevertheless have significant impacts on Canadian security, especially insofar as it 
impacts key allies and “pivotal” nations.[23] A major implication is that Canada should invest in 
efforts to prevent instability abroad by continuing to exercise its expeditionary strategic tradition, 
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as well as its critical intelligence capacity for anticipating specific climate threats that undermine 
stability and Canadian security.[24] Toward this end, the new NATO Climate Change and Security 
Centre of Excellence (CCASCOE) offers a platform where Allies can exchange expertise and 
best practices collectively on the specific topic of climate change towards NATO’s overall goals 
of defence and deterrence, crisis prevention, and cooperative security. 

One significant issue facing the CAF in responding to international stability missions 
and increased domestic emergency response operations is its lack of capacity. This was made 
clear by the Chief of Defence Staff (CDS) in October 2022 in his Directive for CAF 
Reconstitution, even while mandating that the CAF continue to be prepared to “deliver…
domestic humanitarian assistance and disaster response.”[25] Specific to climate change 
implications, these shortcomings will be mitigated somewhat by the institutional strength of the 
Canadian government insofar as policy tools and better adaptation funding can be effectively 
leveraged.[26] As such, weaknesses to this effect will be intensified by economic exposure, since, 
as discussed previously, pinched federal budgets will inevitably hurt the defence funding 
envelope. Furthermore, political inaction remains a weakness that threatens CAF capability if 
critical projects are not followed through.[27] The implication here is that, given the government’s 
reliance on the military during international and domestic crises, the CAF and other security 
agencies must be funded to a level fit for purpose. The pandemic highlighted personnel shortfalls 
that are exacerbated by the accelerating pace of international and domestic obligations that are 
usually in conflict with each other. This pressure point has been evident in previous years as 
simultaneous domestic responses have been engaged for natural disasters, as well as most 
recently in spring 2022 when Canada was called to place 3,400 troops on standby as part of 
NATO’s potential response to the Russian invasion of Ukraine. As such, the CAF must be able to 
meet treaty obligations in line with the concepts discussed above as well as those domestic 
emergency response missions should the government continue to use the CAF in this capacity. 

Accordingly, while Canada’s Arctic security will benefit from its institutional strength 
(reference strong institutional relationships between government departments and a strong 
diplomatic tradition), it will be weakened by political inaction (reference promises for defence 
expenditures which often never materialize).[28] A key implication is that, to mitigate funding 
shortfalls, Canada needs to better leverage its relations with close allies while enacting bolder 
policy at home — specifically in continental defence. Initiatives to this effect include Canada’s 
renewed funding of NORAD modernization over the next five years, as well as Canada’s 
commitment to hosting the CCASCOE.[29] As NATO seeks to become the leading organization in 
analyzing and mitigating the impact of climate change on security, the CCASCOE will provide 
an opportunity for Canada to have a strong voice and to take action toward these threats, 
underlined by the visit of the Secretary General to the Canadian Arctic in August 2022 which 
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reflected a recognition of the effect climate change has on the region when it comes to security.
[30] Overall, the notion of cooperation with allied nations fits neatly in the concept of Canada 
exercising its “middlepowermanship.”[31] Where Canadian governments find policy difficult to 
enact alone, they can make up by exercising influence in international forums. This influence, 
however, is only strong and effective if it is backed up by real investment of time and money. 

These factors — increased competition in and for the Arctic, increased international 
stability and conflict, and decreased CAF capability to respond to these threats — will pose 
significant challenges as climate change continues. Canadian strengths, primarily geographical 
and institutional, provide the avenue for neutralizing these threats while working to overcome 
weaknesses in economic exposure and political inaction. 

Implications of Climate Threats to Human Security 

 Part One found the primary threats to 
human security were food and water security in 
both the Canadian North and South, health 
security, and economic security.[32] Recent 
analyses have placed food and water security as 
the most urgent of climate threats globally, 
predicting them to be “significant-to-
catastrophic in the next two decades.”[33] There 
are several reasons why Canada is well 
positioned to respond to this threat in particular. Geographically, Canada will be spared the worst 
impacts of climate change and in some limited cases will benefit. Rising sea levels, despite 
Canada’s long coastline, will not be as damaging as they will be to other countries, and a warmer 
climate will increase the arable and habitable zone within Canadian borders. Institutionally, 
Canada will also be well-placed to meet threats to food and water security, with a reasonable 
social safety net and strong safeguards for environmental protections related to water.[34] The 
implication here is that it will remain important to protect vulnerable populations from food price 
spikes and reduced access, but these will not manifest as existential threats to Canada as they 
will to other nations.[35] 

Health security, too, has been identified as a major threat. As per figure 1, no 
weaknesses in Part One specifically applied to this threat, yet it remains apparent in the wake of 
COVID-19 that all countries have significant room for improvement to better prepare for and 
adapt to global pandemics, including Canada — and geography will not protect it. Furthermore, 
it became apparent that Canada suffers from a lack of domestic production capacity, both in 
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Personal Protective Equipment and vaccine production. Consequently, Canada paid a premium to 
gain access.[36] However, this fact at least demonstrates the benefit of Canadian financial 
strength, allowing it to protect its interests in a way less well-off countries would find 
impossible.[37] Canada also benefits from institutional strength in its strong public health 
agencies and tendency for political figures to defer to public health authorities when appropriate.
[38] Yet, the healthcare system itself underwent massive strain throughout the pandemic and 
arguably has not yet recovered, as evidenced by the overflowing emergency rooms, 
exceptionally long wait times for medical procedures, and healthcare staff burnout and attrition.
[39] The implication for health security is that Canada needs to invest in stronger public health 
capacity, technology, domestic production, as well as carefully safeguarding the respect of 
institutions, but it likely will not present a primary security threat. 

So, while the above threats to human security are indeed serious (and unquestionably 
require action), the adaptive capacity Canada possesses for dealing with them signifies they will 
not embody the most serious threats, which will instead likely be Arctic human security and 
national economic security.[40] The institutional strength from which Canada benefits is stretched 
thin in the Arctic and needs urgent bolstering. Canadian financial strength could also alleviate 
threats to Arctic infrastructure, food and water security, and cultural security, but the political 
focus has historically neglected this region — especially regarding critical development 
shortfalls — so this strength cannot genuinely be applied to the Arctic thus far.[41] 

This highlights a major weakness toward the Arctic: political inaction. Political leaders 
have for decades promised investments in the Arctic, both in hard security infrastructure and in 
human security and development.[42] Some investments are only now beginning to produce 
results, but the fulfillment rate remains low.[43] The implication is that investments in security 
and safety measures like the Arctic and Offshore Patrol Ships (AOPS), increased CAF presence, 
and better tracking abilities through RADARSAT are necessary but not sufficient; more 
sustained investment in basic infrastructure and social capital is still needed.[44] This inaction 
stands in contrast to other Arctic states. We have already explored the adversarial nature of 
Russian and Chinese investment and interest in the region, but Norway also provides valuable 
insight into investment in the Arctic. This country has much in common with Canadian energy-
environment issues insofar as both economies rely to a significant extent on oil and gas to fuel 
their economies yet have generally progressive movements and governments pushing to move 
away from the reliance on high-emission energy sources. Norway presents an excellent example, 
then, by assertively investing in its energy transition while continuing to provide oil and natural 
gas to Europe (even more so since Russia’s invasion of Ukraine), supporting Northern 
communities, and defending its Northern waters.[45] 
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As such, political inaction segues well to economic security. The climate threat to 
economic security will be hastened by almost all of the weaknesses discussed in Part One. 
Economic exposure, provincial discord over climate and energy policy, and the resulting distrust 
in Western provinces of the federal government’s intentions regarding the energy sector have 
continued to foster alienation.[46] While Part One detailed the effects of ignoring domestic 
economic realities while striving for reduced emissions, the implication here is that the 
advancement of climate policies must balance economic security if Canada is to protect the 
human security of its whole population. Otherwise, there is a risk of creating more human 
security risks than necessary. Major projects to solve this issue in the Canadian South will take a 
considerable amount of time and money, but the solution needs to take into account the 
construction of better energy infrastructure and access in the Arctic as well. 

Implications of Climate Threats to Political Stability  

 Part One explored those climate threats to human security that could engender political 
stability risks if the threats are not seen by those affected to be taken seriously. This is expected 
to be more so where climate policy is at odds with local priorities or where the government is 
seen as the source of economic woes and harm to livelihoods.[47] 

Canada’s political inaction may weaken 
its adaptation to economic security challenges, 
further deteriorating political stability from 
economic exposure in the energy and resource 
sectors, interprovincial discord, and distrust of 
institutions. This will be particularly so where 
there is a perception that the economic 
consequences are worsened by the federal 
government; in the latter stages of COVID-19 
lockdowns, Canada's institutional response eventually led to “Freedom Convoys” and protests 
across the country, culminating in Prime Minister Trudeau invoking the Emergencies Act.[48] The 
implication is that political consensus is absolutely crucial to resolve the energy-environment 
impasse towards ensuring the future security and well-being of Canada. 

These risks to political stability are otherwise lessened by strengths in government and 
financial institutions. The Emergencies Act Inquiry was conducted in order to hold the 
government accountable and likely succeeded in ensuring future governments restrain 
themselves from overstepping while continuing to have the tools to maintain political stability. 
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Moreover, polls have found that a strong majority of Canadians believe the government utilized 
the Act appropriately in the circumstances.[49] 

Canada also demonstrates other institutional strengths against instability. While 
economic insecurity and weaknesses could lead to unrest and anger amongst affected 
populations, the Canadian government has stepped up its commitments to progress on the 
energy-environment challenge.[50] In further support of this strength, Canada has a stable and 
efficient financial system to safeguard political stability and to continue to invest in the 
development of technologies for mitigation and adaptation.[51] 

Canada’s demographic strength will also aid in countering economic stagnation (and 
its consequent political ramifications) insofar as its historically beneficial view of higher 
immigration rates mitigating the aging populations seen in developed countries. The obvious 
caveat is that immigration levels and societal integration are interlocking components that must 
be equally addressed to avoid becoming their own source of political instability. The threat to 
political stability from climate refugees is an extension of the caveat to demographic strength; 
there are risks to accepting too many refugees at a time or ineffectively integrating them.[52] 
However, this threat is concerning only if migrant flows are uncontrolled, which remains 
unlikely based on the strength of Canada’s geographic position as well as vast and 
underpopulated areas for settlement. These geographic characteristics, in turn, provide Canada 
with a high absorptive capacity for immigrants, which allows for a more resilient system than 
other recipient countries; moreover, Canada’s institutional strengths assure a well-adapted 
structure for integrating refugees and immigrants.[53] To this effect, further benefits will be a 
strengthened diplomatic position, as accepting refugees may relieve pressure from allies. This 
discussion implies Canada should not only welcome climate migrants, but embrace the 
opportunity to benefit its economy, its allies, and its reputation as a humanitarian leader. 

Part One also discussed the threat to political stability from an overwhelming burden 
on governance capacity from climate disasters. It was found, however, that Canadian institutional 
and financial strengths are expected to be up to the task of mitigating this threat, particularly 
since there are no countervailing weaknesses to derail efforts. In fact, political action regarding 
this threat has been reasonably forthcoming, and Canada has already established numerous 
institutional and financial tools in anticipation of disasters.[54] Most recently, the Ministry of 
Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness underlined such a commitment in May 2022 with 
their announcement of the Humanitarian Workforce Program. This program, relying on funding 
of NGOs such as the Red Cross and St John Ambulance, is designed to “strengthen the 
preparedness and emergency response capacity in Canada by leveraging the contributions of the 
NGOs, as well as by enhancing whole-of-society collaboration.”[55] The implication here is that 
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Canada should invest in disaster management capacity for the sake of citizen safety, but not fear 
the security implications as such. 

Overarching Implications 

Based upon the examination of these relationships in the preceding sections, with the 
help of figure 1, it becomes apparent that the threats with the most weaknesses are tied to the 
Arctic (both national and human security) and economic threats (human security and political 
stability). Human security will be notably threatened, both at home and abroad, with the 
migration, economic, and political stability implications that accompany it. In fact, likely the 
largest threat to national security militarily will be the response to human security — the 
overburdening of the CAF due to domestic emergency response, which will impact operations 
and training.[56] In the October 2022 Reconstitution Directive, the CAF announced a major shift 
in its posture and is now prioritizing the training and education of its members, as CAF 
personnel and readiness levels have now dropped to a point that have imperiled future 
operations, both domestic and expeditionary.[57] 

Challenges to economic security are among the biggest threats to Canada, and 
economic exposure is one of its main weaknesses in dealing with climate threats. An implication 
is that government policy should not prioritize climate change mitigation at the expense of 
adaptation and economic security — this would be counterproductive. Favouring reduction 
targets at the expense of domestic economic sectors risks alienating segments of the population, 
leading to political and electoral ramifications, thereby likely delaying target fulfillment. A 
difficult balance must be struck, as Canada has faced international scorn for favouring its 
economic health over mitigation efforts to assist other countries that are existentially threatened 
by climate change. As a multilateralist nation that values “having a seat at the table,” this 
international scorn has diplomatic consequences for Canada, and results in a diminished ability 
to wield other political tools abroad.[58] 

It is imperative to note the point of these implications is not to suggest that a lack of 
weakness amplifying a climate threat means there is no need for action on that front. 
Furthermore, many of these threats will be simultaneous, creating a need for much faster, more 
decisive actions on issues that already exist but could create crises due simply to an accelerated 
pace of change.[59] Beginning in 2020 and continuing into 2023, the global pandemic, social 
unrest, conventional war involving a major power, and rampant inflation followed by recession 
all happened in quick succession. Climate threats will be the same. These types of crises are 
often concurrent and convergent. Indeed, many of these phenomena build off of each other, 
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creating second-order effects on energy and food 
security around the world.[60] In the same sense, 
Canada will likely not have the privilege of 
separately addressing threats to Arctic sovereignty, 
international instability, rampant costs related to 
disaster rebuilding, and climate refugees.[61] 
Moreover, the CAF may not be available as a last 
resort such as it has been on multiple occasions for 
different versions of Operations LENTUS, 
LASER, or VECTOR, as the military organization 

is not currently suited to handle so many different operations concurrently, particularly as a result 
of the aforementioned “Directive on CAF Reconstitution.” As such, the final implication is that 
Canadian academics and policymakers must ponder these threats not as individual phenomena 
but as an approaching behemoth of threats that will need to be confronted in an integrated way. 

Ways Forward 
An integrated approach is exactly what is called for.[62] While some approach climate 

and Arctic security through a primarily military lens,[63] the wider community supports a Whole-
of-Government (WoG) approach.[64] Canada is generally recognized as having coined the 
Defence, Diplomacy, and Development concept (3D) — itself one of the better-known 
approaches to WoG.[65] Indeed, Canada has been leveraging the 3D approach in its expeditionary 
and stability operations for nearly two decades.[66] As such, those in diplomatic and 
developmental circles, alongside the CAF, DND, and Global Affairs Canada (GAC), may draw 
on this experience and use it in a united front against climate threats.[67] 

We propose the 3D framework because it provides a systematic, three-pronged 
approach to ensure an effective solution to Canadian climate security problems. Although the 3D 
approach is utilized primarily abroad, it remains equally applicable to domestic climate security, 
as it has been shown that domestic crises may resemble those Canada has been called upon to 
confront in support of allies on an expeditionary basis.[68] By applying the 3D concept to the 
implications elucidated above, this paper suggests several possible ways forward. 

Defence 

There is a necessity to invest in improving military capabilities as the CAF continues 
to see increased demand for deployments domestically and abroad. The argument was earlier 
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made that climate change, and its effects on intermediary social factors, will breed instability in 
less developed regions.[69] Canada should continue to focus efforts on facilitating stability and 
Security Sector Reform (SSR), but also specifically threats to water and food security.[70] Where 
conflict is imminent or already ongoing, Canada should continue to contribute troops to 
minimize instability and its accompanying risks of regional spread and refugee flows. 

An important example may be Central America and Mexico.[71] Climate change 
currently poses a substantial threat to the region, leading to potential security implications to 
both the US and Canada as both immigration and refugee flows increase, yet Central America 
does not typically constitute a large portion of Canadian defence calculus.[72] However, as 
climate disasters hit equatorial and underdeveloped countries particularly hard, it will prove 
beneficial to focus some defence energy on Mexico and Central America.[73] Should the CAF 
recover its readiness levels, it could provide training to increase institutional resilience as well as 
best practices in responding to climate-related disasters. 

These imperatives, both in this hemisphere and overseas, will require continued 
investment in CAF expeditionary capability across the spectrum of operations — from 
Humanitarian Assistance and Disaster Recovery (HADR), SSR, advisory missions, bolstering of 
Operational Support Hubs, as well as peace support operations and combat.[74] These important 
investments will be required if Canada is going to succeed at contributing to international 
stability — a key element of safeguarding national security interests and contributing to 
Canadian international objectives.[75] 

Regarding the Arctic, while the need for warfighting equipment is often disputed, most 
experts advocate, at the bare minimum, investing in and expanding military capabilities; this 
should include logistical vehicles and equipment better suited and more resilient toward the 
growing impacts of climate change on the environment, renewed focus on infrastructure in the 
region, as well as investments in Arctic-capable ships and the ports to accommodate and service 
them.[76] Improved surveillance of maritime approaches is considered an absolutely crucial 
component to securing Northern sovereignty and security; attempts to protect Arctic sovereignty 
are useless if Canada does not maintain situational awareness of the domain.[77] Communications 
infrastructure is similarly important.[78] Furthermore, NORAD is still using decades-old 
surveillance technology and requires significant investment in infrastructure and military 
equipment.[79] Investments in these fields were included in the 2017 Defence Policy and are 
starting to bear fruit — providing important services to multiple government departments in the 
Arctic and benefits to the Canadian space, technology, industrial, and defence sectors — but still 
have a significant way to go.[80] 
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While the military will remain the most muscular and operationally flexible instrument 
of government, it is rarely the lead agency on the ground in Canadian domestic operations. 
Emphasizing the WoG approach, Canada has other tools for domestic “defence” that are 
important, and indeed critical, to incorporate. Experts tend to agree that “cooperation between 
civilian and military actors is a crucial, if not the most important, capability in emergency 
situations.”[81] Yet, domestic relief operations can be very ad hoc as government departments 
struggle to integrate capabilities across both military and civilian resources that do not often 
work together. Adding to the milieu, the Government of Canada has begun funding NGOs for 
capacity building and emergency response since 2022 under the umbrella of the Humanitarian 
Workforce Program, but this ground-up approach will require significant and sustained funding 
and recruitment over the next few years as climate disasters grow in seriousness.[82] Further 
codification of lessons learned during these experiences, as well as military Operations 
NANOOK, NUNALIVUT, and NUNAKPUT, which integrate with other government 
departments in the North, are a valuable proving ground for what is working in a WoG 
framework and what is not.[83] 

Policymakers should further consider the important role federal agencies like the 
Canadian Coast Guard, Royal Canadian Mounted Police, Canadian Border Services Agency, 
Public Safety, Transport Canada, Global Affairs Canada, and Fisheries and Oceans Canada play 
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in defending Canada’s sovereignty in the North.[84] Each of these departments needs the proper 
investment and training to properly execute their mandates and to integrate more effectively into 
a WoG emergency management model. An especially important example would be the 
investment in more and better CCG icebreakers as well as the deep-sea ports to accommodate 
them as a fundamental capability for being able to operate in, and assert control over, the Arctic.
[85] This will have WoG benefits for commerce and trade, surveillance and environmental 
stewardship, transporting enforcement officials from other government departments on their own 
enforcement missions, as well as providing a more cost-effective way to support the CAF in its 
Northern operations.[86] 

The Canadian Rangers are also an immensely important resource for extending CAF 
reach in the Arctic and maintaining a strong link to Northern communities.[87] P. Whitney 
Lackenbauer and Peter Kikkert, prominent Arctic scholars, have argued that “the Rangers 
represent a successful integration of national security and sovereignty agendas with community-
based activities and local stewardship.”[88] Particularly considering their already successful 
establishment in the North and its communities, the potential to further leverage them as a key 
stakeholder must be considered; however, some Northern scholars have argued that given small 
community sizes in the Arctic, the argument that the Rangers could be expanded is not realistic.
[89] A better solution would likely be to continue to fund their training and equipment, and 
increase the amount of departmental collaboration with this important group, focusing on 
“expansion of capability… rather than expanding the number of Rangers.”[90] Comprehensive 
collaboration with these Northern communities and stakeholders is especially crucial, as 
“‘southern solutions’ don’t necessarily work for northern situations — many solutions assume an 
infrastructure that may not exist.”[91] 

The WoG argument is at least as important for disaster management in the Canadian 
South. The CAF is already called upon regularly for support in crises and this trend is expected 
to continue.[92] Christian Leuprecht has examined several different avenues for improving CAF 
capability, with the most beneficial being the expansion of the reserve component for disaster 
response.[93] With competing demands from international events and the extensive training that 
high-readiness troops require, the utilization of the reserve force for backfilling domestic 
emergency response is a more viable concept. Authors such as Vincent Lussier have also 
discussed using the Army Reserves within the scope of national security and emergency 
management; it is a concept that the US already heavily leverages with National Guard units 
generally being first on call to address natural disasters.[94] With primary reserve regiments 
located in most communities in the Canadian south, there is a pool of resources that can be 
deployed to regions in dire need, specifically within closer reach than from the generally distant 
major Canadian Forces Bases. This reinvigorated focus on supporting communities and their 
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resilience to crises may provide one solution to the recruitment shortfalls experienced by the 
CAF in recent years.[95] That said, this important solution will require funding and accepting at a 
political level the need for an integrated, technologically capable, and potentially larger military.
[96] 

Diplomacy 
There are diplomatic measures to be prioritized both internationally and domestically. 

In Part One, and in our analysis of the implications to national security in the first half of this 
paper, we reiterated the threat of armed attack to Canada remains minute, and that military 
solutions may in some cases worsen the situation with our closest allies.[97] The largest threat to 
Canadian sovereignty remains disagreement from adversaries and allies alike on the legitimacy 
of Canadian maritime claims, specifically regarding the NWP and its status as either internal 
waters or an international strait. On this front, diplomatic cooperation amongst Arctic and “near-
Arctic” states presents opportunities and limits the risks of exclusively military or arbitrative 
approaches. Canada was the driving force behind the establishment of the Arctic Council, 
enabling “cooperation, coordination and interaction” amongst the eight Arctic states.[98] As such, 
the Arctic Council is widely seen among Northern stakeholders as a valuable tool that Canada 
should employ to better effect.[99] It is recognized that Russia has lost credibility as an honest 
actor on the international stage, which must include its dealings in the North and on the Arctic 
Council. Nonetheless, many mutually beneficial victories can be won with the other “Arctic 
seven,” and may provide a constructive avenue for dealing with an adversarial Russia in the 
future.[100] 

Most importantly, heavy lifting will need to be done diplomatically with American and 
European allies to protect Canadian interests.[101] The best path forward is to work with the US to 
jointly manage the security of the Arctic within the broader continental defence picture.[102] 
Canada can maintain its legal position that the NWP constitutes internal waters while governing 
as though it is an international strait — a way forward that protects the strategic interests of both 
Canada and its most important ally, and importantly, frees up resources for Northern 
development, while still maintaining security and control over the territory.[103] 

Beyond the Arctic, diplomatic innovation will be required as Canada seeks to renew its 
leadership on the global stage in other forums as well. Canada has a tough road ahead, especially 
since its failed bid for a seat on the UN Security Council in 2020 and its exclusion from AUKUS, 
the trilateral security pact between the US, UK, and Australia, in 2021. To complicate Canada’s 
position further, “the world today is becoming more multipolar and less multilateral,” a reality 
that will inhibit Canada’s role as a middle power.[104] 
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Nonetheless, there remain several diplomatic levers 
to employ. First, the prioritization and funding of NORAD as 
part of a broader Arctic security framework will be important, 
both in its primary conception as an air and space domain, but 
also in more novel ways such as maritime domain awareness. 
Second, Canada should increase its contributions to NATO by 
increasing defence spending and providing troops to 
expeditionary operations while also supporting initiatives such as the NATO CCASCOE in 
Montreal.[105] Further, Canada should continue to seek troop-contributing opportunities with the 
UN toward climate-related conflicts in hard-hit areas. This is a clear way to exercise Canada’s 
expeditionary strategic tradition and the 3D model (congruent with both defence and 
development approaches) and focus on “problem” areas at their place of origin — working to 
reduce refugee flows while continuing to resettle those who are still forced to migrate. 

On the domestic front, and drawing again from the implications of climate threats to 
political stability, federal-provincial and inter-provincial diplomacy will only continue to gain 
importance. Following indications of escalating Western alienation after the two most recent 
federal elections, Prime Minister Trudeau promoted one of his strongest Ministers to Deputy 
Prime Minister and simultaneously Minister of Intergovernmental Affairs. This move signified 
the recognition that national political unity had suffered, and that renewed focus was required to 
prevent further damage while attempting to mend the political rift between the Western provinces 
and Ottawa. Ironically, this may prove even more difficult following the by-election victory of 
Albertan Premier Danielle Smith in October 2022 on a relatively anti-federal campaign platform. 
Nevertheless, outreach to the West must continue in earnest to strengthen the ties among 
provincial and federal entities. Further domestic diplomacy will be required as Canada continues 
to ameliorate its relationship with its Indigenous communities and their traditional land and 
cultural rights, an issue that will continue to grow in importance as more of the country looks 
northward for economic opportunity.[106] As seen in the 3D approach itself, one area of focus 
cannot come at the cost of the other; the way forward must be holistic and achievable for all 
Canadians. The focus on national unity in the face of divergent regional interests will be critical 
to maintain and improve moving forward. 

Development 
Internationally, Canada has ample opportunity to aid vulnerable countries in 

developing adaptive capacity to better prepare for climate crises; such efforts will be beneficial 
in “reducing the likelihood of conflict and thus forced migration outflows.”[107] Canada is in a 
good position to continue its history of working with other countries regarding governance, SSR, 
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and economic issues, but also with a focus on resilience to food and water threats and disaster 
preparedness — alongside those same focuses in the defence discussion.[108] It is worth 
underlining that international climate finance should continue to be an important avenue through 
which Canada supports vulnerable countries, notably through the $5.3 billion commitment over 
five years declared in 2021 at the G7 Leaders’ Summit.[109] Nevertheless, significant hurdles 
remain in this area both for Canada and the international community considering the political 
impasse at the subsequent COP27 regarding a climate loss and damage fund for developing 
countries, as well as the failure to reach a new agreement regarding the reduction of fossil fuels.
[110] 

Perhaps unexpectedly, there is just as much developmental work to do domestically. In 
the Arctic, physical and social investment as well as economic and technological innovation are 
critical to safeguarding national and human security moving forward. According to the National 
Indigenous Economic Development Board, the region still has huge development needs in “port 
facilities, runways, roads, bridges, telecommunications, housing, [and] energy,” even before 
considering aspirational goals of Net Zero Emissions infrastructure.[111] The Premiers of the 
Yukon, Northwest Territories, and Nunavut, in their still-relevant 2007 pan-territorial action plan, 
articulated that Northern sovereignty was built on “robust infrastructures, educated and capable 
populations, and lower cost of living.”[112] Even improving the region’s maps to modern 
standards would provide substantial benefit.[113] These investments are important for both 
national and human security in the North. 

Development in the Canadian South should focus on economic and technological 
innovations to facilitate energy transition and emissions reduction across industries. Canada 
often views itself as an energy superpower and should work towards fortifying such a role given 
its expertise in nuclear technology, including CANDU technology and the promising Small 
Modular Reactor.[114] Investments have already been made and should continue in the 
development of promising hydrogen energy.[115] These efforts only further gain importance 
considering the energy crisis among our allies in 2022-23 as a result of energy dependence on 
adversarial nations. Further, the IPCC calls for innovations in emissions-reduction technology 
like Carbon Capture and Storage, where Canada is already establishing a leading role.[116] As 
such, this approach will have widespread benefits for contributing to Canadian efforts to reduce 
emissions and the effects of climate change, while also mitigating the threat to economic security 
and potential national disunity.[117] Lastly, as in the Arctic, development of more resilient critical 
infrastructure in key risk areas and hard-hit communities is an important step to safeguarding 
Canadians.[118] 
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These three prongs — defence, diplomacy, and development — already have many 
elements in place, with a degree of integration also present within government operations. The 
most important factor in moving forward is to tie these three prongs together with political 
solutions and consensus.[119] The national discourse is, fortunately, well past debating whether 
climate change is real or whether there will be consequences. However, both climate and defence 
policies are often politicized along partisan lines and tend to change with electoral cycles.[120] If 
Canada is to minimize its weaknesses and more effectively leverage its strengths to respond to 
climate threats, consensus will be fundamental.[121] 

Building and strengthening consensus will alleviate interprovincial discord and distrust 
of government intentions. Investments in hard-hit regions should be well-received across the 
country if they facilitate a “just” carbon-free transition and protect livelihoods. However, 
economic transitions are not straightforward; the economies that sustain regions contribute to 
regional identity and values, something that cannot be changed overnight and must be supported 
in transition.[122] 

Identifying “no regrets” policies that benefit stakeholders whether or not they suffer 
directly from climate disasters will provide obvious avenues for adaptation, as they improve 
cooperation and will prove beneficial across a variety of possible scenarios.[123] Comprehensive 
economic studies have shown pathways to achieving net-zero emissions while maintaining a 
strong economy and implementing many of the suggestions put forth in this paper.[124] One of the 
most important ways to move forward, building political consensus along the way, is through 
effective policy and economics that do not leave anyone behind. This must include Canadians 
from the West Coast, through the Prairies, Ontario, Quebec, the Maritimes, the Canadian North, 
and Indigenous Canadians across the country. Meeting these disparate security needs will require 
a comprehensive plan moving forward and bold political action. Fundamentally, in an 
expeditionary 3D model, it remains critical to sustain political will at home for the mission; the 
observation remains relevant within Canada.[125] 

Conclusion 
Moving forward, the strategic problems Canada faces will only be exacerbated by 

climate change and its resultant threats, thereby rendering Canadian security more complex and 
difficult. Climate change remains a “threat multiplier.”[126] However, climate change will create 
its own threats that require their own countermeasures, such as widespread threats to 
infrastructure, increased domestic operations wearing out the CAF, threats to global health, and 
economic threats from industrial and energy transition. 
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In order to analyse the implications of climate change to Canadian security, Part One 
of this series examined three categories of climate threats facing Canada: national security 
threats, including Arctic sovereignty and security and international stability; human security 
threats, including food, water, health, and economic security, especially in the Arctic; and 
political stability threats, including from economic consequences, government capacity overrun, 
and climate refugees. 

In addressing each of these threats, both national weaknesses and strengths were 
examined, thereby delivering figure 1 as a referential product. Weaknesses included economic 
exposure, political inaction, and interprovincial discord. Strengths included geographic position, 
demographics and immigration, and institutional and financial assets. 

In Part Two, we applied the adaptive capacity embodied in Canadian strengths and 
weaknesses to the climate threats discussed in Part One, thereby providing a deeper analysis of 
the implications to Canadian security from the changing climate. We have argued that the most 
serious threats are to economic security and to the Canadian Arctic. Further, international 
stability and overburdening of the CAF are both key areas that, if not addressed, will pose 
serious risks as well. The suggested ways forward centre on the 3D framework and were rounded 
out with a call for political consensus and bold policy action — with an appeal to “not leave 
anyone behind.” 

We have endeavoured to contribute to the field of 
Canadian climate security by undertaking a more 
holistic view of Canadian security. However, 
prioritising a structured analysis methodology for 
examining threats, weaknesses, strengths, and 
implications resulted in some shoehorning 
considering the size of this topic and the scope of 
this paper. It should be noted that there was 
insufficient space for proper discussion of certain 
issues, specifically Arctic human security and 

Indigenous cultural security, and it was outside the scope of this paper to address solutions to 
Canadian weaknesses discussed in Part One. Further research could examine and expand upon 
the policy suggestions put forth. The economic focus in this paper could receive particular 
scrutiny from researchers with an economic background. Comparative case studies will continue 
to be useful, perhaps regarding Norway, New Zealand, or the Netherlands — all of which have 
numerous similarities to the Canadian context. On the defence side, we note that the Canadian 
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Army has conducted climate threat modelling and operational analysis; the Royal Canadian 
Navy and Royal Canadian Air Force should do the same.[127] 

Canada has demonstrated on many occasions throughout its comparatively short 
history that it can rise to the challenge. Examples include the call to arms of the First and Second 
World Wars, Canada’s commitment to peacekeeping throughout the latter half of the last century, 
and its position as a stalwart ally during the Global War on Terror. With the NATO 2022 
Strategic Concept recognizing climate change as a “defining challenge of our time,” it is clear 
that Canada once again has the opportunity to rally around the flag and demonstrate its 
commitment to its security, its people, and the environment. If Canadian politicians, defence 
professionals, and citizens take seriously the threats discussed in this paper and invest in the 
suggested solutions, Canada should be well-prepared to deal with all three categories of climate 
security threats. If they do not, and are forced to react instead of pre-empt, there will be 
significant and adverse implications to Canadian security and the livelihoods of Canadians in the 
decades to come. 
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